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ABSTPACT

This paper discusses a recent study of the effect of
television on racial and cultural attitudes of English Speaking.
Canadian preschool children, and describes'a project planned to
assess theinterest value of a new prosocial documentary program and
the program's effect on attitudes of 9- to 12- year -olds. The study
already conducted had two parts. The first part examined whether a
series of inserts into Sesame Street programs; depicting children of
other rac'gs in ethnic, and integrated settin0 would result in more
favorable attitudes toward children of other races. It was found that
the English Canadian subjects preferred to play With nonwhite
children rather than whites follOwing the insert,viewing.-The .second
part of the study examined-whether favorable attitudes toward French
Canad4an children would, be achieved by depicting an attractive French
Canadian child as central' character in the inserts. Again, favorable
attitudes were found'sfollowing viewing. The planned' -study attempts to
overcome a previous weakness in the research, which by using captive
audiences gives result of limited generality. The plan is to assess
the level of interest that 9- to 14-year-olds have in a prosocial
documentary-type program which is intended to famiAiarize them with
children of other races. Measures of attitude change will. be taken
after viewing as well as ,after discussiOn and writing about the filth,
to find out whether attitude.change is enhanced by students' active
I

involvemen,t and 'rehearsal.
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itutions are as instrumental iri su port of our national: social

Few

structure and character' as is televlsion.

It is not surprising, then, that

°

this 'medium is subject to criticism by so Many concerned individuals and groups.
But the extent grid inten0_eY of the criticism warrants,the attention of those

who have the'capaCity to influence thenature of television programming.
Many critics charge that the majority of television programming and

.

o

antisocial in nature.::ConCern for the welfare of children hasp

advertrSi
,

<

led

'intensified efforts to assess the impact of these stimuli on child
\

-)

With regard to television prOgramming, there is ayealth of evidence

viewers.

converging on the fact that children who watch the violent programs that still
predominate on the airwaves do behave more aggressively. While,the same array

ofevidence has not been amassed with regard to the effects of televiSion'
.

-

advertising, such evidence.as does exist (Goldberg and Gorn; 1974; Ward.and
.4%.

suggests that children are indeed influenced by TV commercials.

Wackman, 1972)

Moreover; the.ahargesthat TV advertising..contributesin an antisocial manner.
.

to the development of cynicisM, frustration, and materialism,On thec part of

children, while not documented by hard research seems intuitively more p
.

usible

.

than the contention that TV commercials operate in a prosocial sense to teacb:
(--

children the nature of the marketplace and our economy.

1
.

In response to these

charges. TV advertisers have established'a.set-pf guidelines including the
.

reduction of commercial minutes per hour.

We are currently engaged in a study Instigating theSe variables.
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Also encouraging is the evidence'of,-increasing numbers
of prosocial programs
with both the commercial and public networksiengaged,in
innovetive program
.dpvelopment.

This is promising for aS'recent evidence indidates,
exposure to

ProSodial programs such as. Sesame Street and

Misterogers Neighborhood increases

such generally desirable traits as sharing,- Cooperation
and self-control

,

(Friedrich and Stein, 1975; Stein and. Bryan,
1972; Stet.' and Friedrich, 1972;
Walter's,

;at, and Mezei, 1963).

In addition, we have conductedan expe iMent
to determine whether as series

of Inserts into.SsVMe Street produced by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation
and aimee! Zt English-Canadian preschool
children, had the desired etfect. of

'creating more favorable attitudes towards:(a)
children of several other races
Canada, 'and (b) French Canadian people and their
culture (Goldberg and Gorn, 1976,
in press). To investigate'attitudes
towards other races, this study emplOyed

inserts that dealt with other racial groups in,z
purely,. ethnic, non7integrated.

etting,,and inserts where white and non-white
children played together in a
familiar setting.

It was predicted that both sets of inserts would
be effective
I,'

in .producing more favorable responses ta
non-white children for the following

reasons: (a) the integrated and non-integrated inserts
were both produced in an
CD

_attractive manner. and presented'tathe children
through the powerful medium of

TV, and (b) both would serve to increase the
exposure of white children to'iI other
a
.

racial groups.

It has been shown that mere exposure to a novel stimulus, in
what.

I

ever oonte4t, produces increased familiarity and therefdre
liking of that Clbject
,.(Zajond, 3e968).

TO investigate attitudes toward French Canadians,
inserts with .a single
central character, either identifiable or not identifiable
as a French Canadian,
were used

As in'the multiracial theme, both sets of inserts served
to. increase

c

I\

.exposure to. an sttractively presented child. .Therefore, it was predicted tha

'children would react favorably to this central. character, who was called Richarge

/whether or not he would be recognized as FrenchCanadian.
0

The faCt that an

.

unfamiliar language (French) might be spoken woUld be relatively unimportant;

other research on Sesame Street has indicated that while.viewing the program,
c174.1dren, not surprisingly, pay more attention to what they serather

than.to what--

they hear (Ontario Institute for. Studies in EdUcation, 1972).
.

The inserts related to.the multiracial theme did induce subjects to react.
.

more faYora Iyr

to children of Other races.

.

It.diaihOt seem-tomatter 'whether
:

-,

i

.

.

..

.
.

or not.Che inserts themselves contained situations with which the child
..-.

could more easily identify; the children were, equally affected wben.they saw inserts.
i
.

with a group of nom-white in an ethnic setting as they were when the inserts
contain/d a raciallY'mixed group interacting in a more familiar setting.

In

ro

both cases, after exposute the children preferred to Play with non- whites
-7-rather than whites.

It may be that exposure to a novel stimulUs ( the non-whites

in attractive. contp, created more curiosity and ihterest.than did ekpodilre to
an already familiar stimulus (the whites).
The fact that- a substantial majority of the .tontrol group not exposed to
A

these inserts preferred to play .with white children supports the results of a
Series of studies, beginning with Clark anchClank_(1947,1, whith indicate that

very young children wou'd rather play with'white puppets and dolls than black
,t1t

ones.

With regard to the French Canadian theme, all of the inserts, irrespective
of whether they contained the central charaCter, Richard, speaking or rpt,further.
increased Richard's attractiveness as a playmate:.

Given that Richard-was liked

$o much when 'he did not speak French (88.5%)., it would'have been close to impossible
to obtain a significant increase in liking when Richard did speak ,French:

-3-

However;

r.

kg'

\while the children did not like him more

it is important-to note that when Richard

A

was recognized as a French Canadian speaking an unfamiliar language, they did not'
like him less.

Ln co&ciusion, this experiment deMonstrated that for both theme's,

minimal television exposure.can produce very clearcut short terMattitude zhange
towards televised children of other racial and ethnic ,groups.
0

As the creative efforts of public and private networks come, to be directed
increasingly.at fostering this kind of proSOcial behavior in put young, many if not most of
\the voices of Criticist.would likely be stilled.

Moreover, the advertising

)-

supporting such worthwhile programming would not likely be the target of as much
criticism as is presently the case.

HOwever, at the PreSent,,,a widespread-view

among.maby television critics is that programs are created primarily for purpcse
of holding the audiences until the commercial 'break... If sponsors were in the

vanguard of developing programming
.

the public interest" the public in turn

would likely be a good deal more tolerant of their advertising efforts (as long
.

as these were constrained by basic ethical guidelines); the many hours of,prosocial
television would so outweigh the minutes of commercials.

But the development of "good" television programming will not likely satisfy
all the critics.

Tor one thing the power wielded by the medium may be perceived
)

of as increasing with this type of programming.

The question then raised is,

why should TV be allowed to so critically shape our children by determining which.
"desirable" traits and values are to be.

Are,"sharing" and "cooperation"

the appropriate values to try to get children to emulate Or for example, should

"b

they be"resourcefdlness" and "independence?

Moreover the question should not

be limited to whether value X and value Y is more appropriate forchildren to
.

emulate.

In:a more general sense television can help teach children the appropriate

psycholbgical-procesies that would foster a. flekibility and an openness to new

-4-

Ap

c 1/4.

formation.

The deCisions children make would then be more a function of the

c4Idren themselves rather than of the views of those who shape even prosocial
television.

While program decisions are unavoidable influenced by value judge-

merits it is, preferable, that agents of social change accept this responsfbility

rather than allow these infludhces to develop by default..
Some critics would go so far as to argue that ."The best TV is no TV".

These

critics contend that extensive viewing of television encourages passivity on the
part of the child and inhibits interpersonal interaction and the.development of
skills associated with these activities.
One possible remedy would be for the netwdrks 9r parents to limit'the amount
of television children can watch.

But given/the dynamics of the teleVision

industry and the difficulty parents might. have in restticting TV viewing, these

would not appear to be viable options.

With TV here 'o stay, what appears to be

called for is' the development of programming of a prosocial nature in conjunction'
.

with support material that encourages children to integrate their programming
interests with other aspects of

t6---i;

activities.

non-TV situations that would reflect the sam
does,

The goal,Should be to encourage

prosocial message as the TV program

For'example, a study by.Freidrich and Stein (1975).foildwa up'exposure to

a Misterogers episode that stresses such valueS as helping, by haviqg,the children's
teacher discuss the same topic4, immediately follOwing tthe program.. From a learning

perspective-their results suggest that this type of support material is quite
valuable:

From-a programming perspective, it is also Likely that many types of

support material would serve to encourage continued interest in the TV program.

-5-

A high level of interest is, of course, critical to the success of t eprogram.
If children lose interest and turn.their attention'elsewhere,ithe value,of the
program is likely to be lost.
this necessary`condition.

And yet, few if any research efforts have treated

The, typical approach (including the author's) has

been to show a progiam to a captive audience and then measure for possible effects.

/But finding positive prosocial effects with a captive audience begs the question
as to whether the program will be watched, in'the first place.

Thus as .a general

rule, the.enter ainment and interest value of a program should

be assessed, as

e,

well as, the intended prosocial effects.

a

a

.' To this end, we will be testing the development of a, /new prosocial documentary-

type program which attempts to familiarize 9-12 year olds with chilOftA of other
races and. ethrac backgrounds.

The problem is that children typically have a low

level of interest in documentaries.

This particular program, however,

uses a,rapid-

.

action, athosli.-teIling format.

gave in the program

plan to asAg/s the ,level of interest the children

Fdther, the nature of the children's attitudes

toward'.. the'

portrayed characters and other members of the same racial or ethnic group wil\l also
.

,

be measured.

A test sample of subjects will be exposed to either one of these irograms,\

orto a number of these programs-over time

Delayed testing W1,14 be iricorporat

in addition to immedi te testing; in order.to.determine long term attitude *

Change,

:.,

.

L
,

.

We will alsohe incorporating conditions where children viewing the program

1

\

will engage in a discussion and write Stories about it to etermine'whether support.
.

.

t,.

4Lnformatiop and active participation l,on the part'nf---thild---wi 1 enhance

attitude change.

The literature thus far suggests that rehearsal materials do,V

in fact, increase the effect of the program.. (Fkiedrich and Stein, 1975)

..

-

Hopefully, if the program captures the children's attention because of its
,

,-----

.
,

,

1

entertainment value and at the sa

.

time influences them in a prosocial direction,
,

.

.
..

.

it T.iill'ba a prototype--for more such'efforts in program development.

With children/

as open and,p4I1eable as they are, television has considerable power to shape thgm.
0
,
The

this is done is critical.

r

tC4

r,

.
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